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Method and device for reconstructing a self-similar

textured region of an image

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention is made in the field of reconstruction of

self-similar textured image regions.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Self-similar textured regions in images induce high bit

rates in encoding, in particular but not only in high

definition encoding, while at the same time raise only

limited interest by an observer. The interest of the

observer is only focused on such regions in case the region

shows discontinuities in structure or luminance.

In principal, the self-similarity of the texture allows for

reducing the bit rate by encoding of only a sample part of

the textured region and reconstruction of pixels of the

non-encoded further part of the textured region by copying

pixels of the sample part. Reconstruction is also known as

synthesizing.

For instance, Li-Yi Wei and Marc Levoy: "Fast texture

synthesis using tree-structured vector quantization", 2000,

Proc. of the 27th annual conference on Computer graphics

and interactive techniques (SIGGRAPH Ό 0), ACM

Press/Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., New York, NY, USA,

479-488, proposed a pixel-based reconstruction scheme in

which a part of a texture region is reconstructed based on

a pixel by pixel selection process.

Selection of a sample pixel for use for reconstruction of a

given non-encoded pixel can be based on maximal similarity



of a neighbourhood of the given non-encoded pixel with a

neighbourhood of the sample pixel among sample pixel

candidates .

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The selection of the sample pixel dependents on the size of

the neighbourhood used for selection. Different

neighbourhood sizes can result in different sample pixels

for reconstruction of a same non-encoded pixel.

Neighbourhoods larger than a feature size of the texture in

principle are suited for reproducing the texture well but

require large sample parts for actually reproducing the

texture in good visual quality. Neighbourhoods smaller than

the feature size of the texture are resulting in poor

reproductions. Thus, it is desirable to provide a method

and device for reconstruction of a self-similar textured

region of an image which adaptively selects the

neighbourhood size close to the feature size of the

texture .

The inventors therefore propose the method of claim 1 and

the device of claim 3 .

Said method comprises determining pixels of a part of the

self-similar textured region by copying sample pixels from

a sample part of the self-similar textured region, the

sample pixels being selected using a neighbourhood

matching, wherein a size of neighbourhoods used for

matching is selected based on an analysis of descriptors

computed from coefficients of DCT transform of differently

sized blocks of the sample part.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises the steps of

receiving a bit stream in which the sample part of the

self-similar textured region is encoded and decoding the

sample part



In a further embodiment of the method the size of the

neighbourhoods used for matching is adaptively selected by

determining the coefficients by applying a DCT

transformation on each of the differently sized blocks,

determining, for each of the differently sized blocks, an

associated sequence of descriptors wherein each descriptor

is determined using sums of coefficients summed along

parallel paths, selecting that sequence of descriptors

which is the sequence associated with the smallest block

size among those sequences which are not monotone

decreasing and determining the size of the neighbourhoods

using a size of the differently sized block associated with

determined sequence.

Said device comprises a processing device. The processing

device is adapted for determining pixels of a further part

of the self-similar textured region by copying sample

pixels from a sample part of the self-similar textured

region, the sample pixels being selected using a

neighbourhood matching, wherein the processing device is

adapted for selecting a size of the neighbourhoods used for

matching using an analysis of sequences of descriptors

computed from coefficients of DCT transform of differently

sized blocks of the sample part.

In an embodiment, said device further comprises a receiver

and a decoder. The receiver is adapted for receiving a bit

stream in which the sample part of the self-similar

textured region is encoded and the decoder is adapted for

decoding the sample part.

The inventive concept can also be applied on an encoding

device for determining suitable sample part size and/or for

determining the sized of the non-encoded part or on both.

applied on encoder side, the selected neighbourhood size

further be transmitted to a decoder.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Exemplary embodiments of the invention are illustrated in

the drawings and are explained in more detail in the

following description. The exemplary embodiments are

explained only for elucidating the invention, but not

limiting the invention's disclosure, scope or spirit

defined in the claims.

In the figures:

Fig. 1 depicts an exemplary DCT transform for an 8x8

block with exemplary parallel paths overlaid;

Fig. 2 depicts a basic prior-art pixel based

reconstruction scheme as proposed by Wei and

Lehoy ;

Fig. 3 depicts exemplary descriptor curves for different

sized blocks;

Fig. 4 depicts further exemplary descriptor curves for

different sized blocks;

Fig. 5 depicts an exemplary texture reconstruction based

encoding-decoding framework, and

Fig. 6 depicts further exemplary parallel paths.

EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

Textures, defined as stationary regions, can vary from

regular or near-regular textures, in which a pattern is

recopied at different locations (brick wall), to stochastic

noisy textures (sand, grass...) .



This invention proposes a new characterization step, which

can be applied in the field of computer graphics for auto-

adaptive algorithm and image/video compression scheme. The

invention is based on the study of descriptors computed

from the 2D Discrete Cosinus Transform (DCT) coefficient

depicted in figure 1 for a 8x8 block. After having computed

DCT coefficients of a block of a self-similar textured

image region, descriptor vector components are computed

from A C coefficients crossed by parallel paths centered on

the DC coefficient, for example circles centered on the DC

coefficient as exemplarily depicted in Fig. 1 . The

descriptor vector components correspond to the sums of

coefficients that are crossed over by these parallel paths.

The sums can be computed over equidistant parallel paths.

Further the urns can comprise weighting factors for the

coefficient summed up, the weigthing factors depending on

the length of the path section crossing the respective

coefficient. Then, at least two sizes must be tested to

select the better by studying the variation of the

descriptor vector.

The DCT coefficients are computed from:

Where I(x,y) corresponds to the luminance value at position

(x,y), N is the size of the support block, and

o k following :

Then figure 1 shows the first circles CI and C2

representing the two first components of the descriptor

vector since the DC value is not kept for average luminance

invariance. Descriptors can be computed following:



π

where C corresponds to the DCT coefficient at position

(λ ο θ,λ ΐη θ) n transform domain .

The descriptor vector components characterize the texture

of the transformed block. First information lies in the

feature sizes of patterns inside a texture region.

Synthesis algorithms, especially pixel-based techniques,

are based on the comparison between groups of pixels.

Figure 2 depicts a basic prior-art pixel based

reconstruction scheme as proposed by Wei and Lehoy. The

causal neighborhood of the current pixel to synthesize (in

red) , is compared to the same shaped window at every

location in the patch, the one that minimize a L2 norm

comparison is chosen and the candidate sample pixel from

the patch is copied to current location.

The inventors noticed from texture results computed with

different sizes of neighborhood that sizes greater than the

feature size of the snake skin are able to produce visually

good results, while lower sizes are definitely not.

Moreover, this size must also not to be too large because

it reduces the candidate set of pixels depending of the

patch size.

A first component of the descriptor vector is computed from

coefficients crossed over by circle CI shown in figure 1 .

So it represents a single variation of luminance over the

block in every direction. C2 represents a 1-periodic

variation over the block and other coefficients are

computed from higher frequencies so more detailed patterns.

If the first component is the greatest value of the

descriptor vector, the main pattern has a predominant

uniform variation over the block. Its feature size is thus

greater than the blocks size for computing DCT descriptors.



Therefore, if the first component has the greatest value,

the descriptor vector is monotone and decreasing and the

block size is not sufficient for being used as neighborhood

in texture synthesis algorithms. Conversely, if other

components are predominant (non monotone curve) , the main

pattern appears to be included into the block. Thus

reconstruction can be based on a comparison of

neighbourhoods with a correspondingly selected size.

Figure 3 presents an exemplary case in point in order to

better understand the descriptor curves study. In the

example, a texture patch from "the matrix" is chosen which

is composed of a main pattern of size about 12x12 pixels

(distance between two neighboring figure centers) . Curves

represent the average descriptor of different sizes over

the patch on the left.

According to the previous reasoning, an 8x8 size is not

enough, while with size 16x16, higher frequencies are

predominant, so the main pattern can be include in a 16x16

block. Using a 32x32 neighborhood is also possible but it

means that the patch has to be large enough to contain a

large set of 32x32 blocks, which is not always possible in

video compression domain for example, where segmented

texture regions are not large enough. Figure 4 shows

another example with gravels. The tiny gravels can be

synthesized with a 5x5 neighborhood for practical purposes.

Texture synthesis can be used as an efficient compression

technique for encoding of texture regions. Indeed, detailed

texture regions are difficult to deal with, using classical

transform-based compression schemes. Figure 4 presents an

exemplary synthesis-based framework. After having segmented

textures at encoder side by a texture analyzer, large

texture regions are removed from sent bit-stream, only a

set of sample texture blocks, surrounding removed regions

for instance, are kept to be used as patch at decoder side.

The decoder first builds the image with edge blocks and



patches; a texture synthesizer then fills the missing

textures to output complete images.

In this context, DCT descriptors can be useful for

different aspects.

First, after having segmented textures at encoder side,

descriptors can be used at encoder side to decide whether

texture synthesizer at decoder side is able to reconstruct

this kind of texture or not. Further, the encoder can

decide how much of the textured region can be omitted from

encoding and how much is need as sample by the decoder.

And, the encoder can send the neighbourhood size for this

texture region as side information. If no side information

regarding the neighbourhood size is received by the

decoder, the decoder can determine DCT descriptors from a

received sample and then use them for determining an

appropriate neighbourhood size for the reconstruction

process .

A variety of parallel paths for computing descriptor vector

components can be used. Figure 6 shows another example of a

descriptor vector on the right, computed from parallel

equidistant paths over a 4x4 DCT block on the left.

Coefficients correspond to the sum of DCT coefficients

crossed by dashed lines depicting exemplary paths. Since DC

is not kept, the exemplary descriptor vector gets three

components as shown by arrows.

The invention allows getting texture features to

parameterize texture synthesis algorithms, depending on

type, shape and featured size of texture patterns to

synthesize .



CLAIMS :

1 . Method for reconstructing a self-similar textured region

of an image, said method comprising the steps of

- determining pixels of a part of the self-similar

textured region by copying sample pixels from a sample

part of the self-similar textured region, the sample

pixels being selected using a neighbourhood matching,

wherein a size of neighbourhoods used for matching is

selected based on an analysis of descriptors computed

from coefficients of DCT transform of differently sized

blocks of the sample part.

2 . Method of claim 1 , said method further comprising the

steps of

- receiving a bit stream in which the sample part is

encoded, and

- decoding the sample part.

3 . Method of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the size of the

neighbourhoods used for matching is adaptively selected by

- determining the coefficients by applying a DCT

transformation on each of the differently sized blocks,

- determining, for each of the differently sized blocks,

an associated sequence of descriptors wherein each

descriptor is determined using sums of coefficients

summed along parallel paths,



- selecting that sequence of descriptors which is the

sequence associated with the smallest block size among

those sequences which are not monotone decreasing and

- determining the size of the neighbourhoods using a size

of the differently sized block associated with selected

sequence .

Device for reconstructing a self-similar textured region

an image, said device comprising

a processing device adapted for determining pixels of a

part of the self-similar textured region by copying

sample pixels from a sample part of the self-similar

textured region, the sample pixels being selected using

a neighbourhood matching, wherein the processing device

is adapted for selecting a size of the neighbourhoods

used for matching using an analysis of sequences of

descriptors computed from coefficients of DCT transform

of differently sized blocks of the sample part.

Device of claim 4 , said device further comprising

a receiver for receiving a bit stream in which the

sample part is encoded, and

a decoder for decoding the sample part.
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